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Understanding the Gender Evaluation Criteria

Understanding the preparation process

At the end of the session we should be able:

At the end of the session we should be able:
1. To understand the purposes and challenges of gender evaluation of a
land tool/intervention.
2. To consider how the GEC with its sources and indicators could provide
the methodology for the proposed evaluation
3. To understand and engage within country context, by planning ahead
4. To anticipate and deal with likely needs and issues through an individual
planning of an evaluation strategy
5. To adopt a proactive but systematic approach to the gender evaluation

1.
2.
3.
4.
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To gain an understanding of what the GEC is
To understand why gender evaluation of tools/interventions is important
To recognise how the GEC was developed through consultations
To explore the key features of the Gender Evaluation Criteria (GEC)
To create ownership of GEC emphasising shared principles, rather than
fixed rules
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Understanding how to carry out the evaluation

Understanding how to carry out the evaluation

At the end of the session we should be able:
1. To understand the importance of collecting and consolidating
quantitative and qualitative data
2. To practically use the sources, indicators to systematically score the tool
3. To prepare the final ground for the validation of the evaluation findings

At the end of the session we should be able:
1. To understand the importance of validating the evaluation findings
2. To assess the effectiveness of the tool by calculating its overall score
3. To practically validate the evaluation findings and prepare a scorecard
report with strengths, weaknesses and recommendations
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